ГРУШОВЕЦЬКИЙ НВК

The Turnip
(pupils of the 3 form)

Prepared by Alisa Andrushchak

Characters:
Grandfather
Grandmother
Granddaughter
The Mole

The Dog
The Cat
The Mouse
The Butterfly
The Caterpillar

(The Butterfly appears)
The Butterfly:
Hello! I’m a butterfly.
I like to fly, to fly, to fly.
I fly here, I fly there,
I fly quickly everywhere.
( The Mole appears)
The Mole:
I am a mole, small and blind
I don’t like day, I walk at night,
A pile of soil is my house,
My neighbor is a tiny mouse.
(The caterpillar appears)
The Caterpillar:
Hello! Maybe you don’t know
Who likes to eat these crispy leaves?
It’s me—a merry caterpillar,
I’m a vegetarian, believe!
( Grandfather appears and sees a big turnip)
Grandfather:
Hello! I am a grandfather.
I am very strong.
I’m going to pull this turnip out
And sure it will not be long.
First I took a lovely seed
And put it in the hole.
I’ve been taking care of my plant
And guard it from the mole.
My turnip grew, and grew, and grew
And now you can see
A very big and tasty one
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For all my family.
( Pulls the turnip)
-Oh, I cannot do it. Granny, help me.
Grandmother:
I am Granny, gentle granny,
Who loves to cook the pies.
I also helped to look for turnip
And drove away the mice.
I am here, dear husband,
Let us collect the crop.
For me it is a real pleasure
To help you with this work.
( Pulling together)
--Oh, we cannot do it. Granddaughter, help us.
( Granddaughter appears)
Granddaughter:
You call me pretty nice granddaughter,
I like to paint and to sew
I’m a polite and gentle creature
And give my love to you.
To tell the truth --- I’m not lazy,
And good at jobs and games.
My parents call me Cinderella
And I deserve this lovely name.
( pulling together)
--Oh, we cannot do it. Zhuchka, help us.
(Zhuchka appears)
Zhuchka:
I’m a dog, my name is Zhuchka.
I guard your house all day long.
I say “Bow-wow” very quickly
And like to sing along.
You need my help—and I am here
Together we’ll all be succeed.
You are my friends, my dear masters,
We’ll do the kitchen-garden clean.
( pulling together)
--Oh, we cannot do it. Murka, help us.
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Murka :
Who called me “Murka, Murka, Murka”?
Who needs my help and my advice?
I know I am smaller here,
But I can catch some mice.
Are you busy with this turnip?
Which is so big and ripe?
Let us do it very quickly
“Cause it’s going to be a night.
(pulling together)
--Oh, we cannot do it. Mouse, help us.
(Mouse appears)
The Mouse:
Hi, my friends. Pee-pee-pee.
Are you ready, hey, tell me?
Pull it harder—one, two, three.
Who’s the best—we-we-we!
(pulling together)
----Oh, we cannot do it. Butterfly, Mole, Caterpillar, help us.
(They appear and pull the turnip together)
The Mouse:
Pull it harder, --one, two, three,
Who’s the best—we-we-we.
( pulling together)
(They fall down, stand up and smile)
All together: If you want to make good friends
Work together or just play.
And do not forget it, please,
“A friend in need is a friend indeed”.
Song ‘A wonderful Friend’
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